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must carry that love with them through the world, vindi-
cating and fulfilling it. In the long run, he thought,
consequence, which it seems possible to eliminate, always
compels men to become either greater or less than they
were—to become less in shrinking avoidances, or greater
in acceptance; and he understood for the first time in what
circumstance of love Lewis and Julie stood. They were not
afraid of what might befall, but in awe of the prodigious
and continuing power of what had befallen; and while it
was still possible, from the very outskirts of the past, to
look back with wonder upon the garden now closed, they
were slow to advance into that external world towards
which, out of their dream, fate and their own resolution
were carrying them.
"I must go," he said. "There's no other train. And the
captain is coming on to the bridge. Soon you will be away.**
"Lewis, he's going," Julie called, and Lewis came up
beside them. Little words were exchanged—messages to
Enkendaal, promises of England whither RamsdeU would
follow them in a week. Soon he was on the bridge-ladder
and they were looking down on him.
"I'll go down to the gangway with him," Julie exclaimed,
and Lewis also would have gone, but he understood
suddenly that she wished to be parted from him for a
little while, not to stand at his side and wait.
"I will come up again," she said. "Are we allowed on
the bridge when the ship's under way?"
The captain had invited them, Lewis replied. He saw
her run down the ladder like a seaman, facing outward, her
palm under the rope; and turned away to look down again
from the ship's side. If we sail now, he thought, we shall
be beyond the harbour before dark, but there's little time
left, and impatience drove him to look continually at the
clock in the lighted chart-room where the captain was
stooping over the table with a pair of dividers in his hand.
At last the captain came out of the chart-room and went
to the compass on the upper bridge. There was a grinding

